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Terminology…





Few markers → adaptive landscape genetics













In the references…





Natural selection and 
adaptation of species to their

local environment



Goal

• Show how GIScience methods and data may
contribute to :

– The advancement of our understanding of 
mechanisms controlling the evolution of species
(adaptation to local environment in particular)



Signatures of natural selection



Why looking for signatures of natural
selection ?

• Any genetic marker selected by an environmental variable 
may be associated with a gene

• The function of this gene may be discovered by means of 
clues provided by this environmental variable (e.g. 
temperature)

The study of the effects of 
natural selection may 
improve our 
understanding of the 
genetic mechanisms of 
evolution

These signatures permit to 
identify regions of the 
genome with a particular 
adaptive value
→ Important in conservation 
biology to establish priorities 
among endangered 
populations



Association models

Spatial coincidence

Association ?

Landscape genomics



GEO

GENETICS

Complete the genetic matrix…



GENETICS ENVIRONMENTGEO

…with environmental variables 
characterizing sampling locations



New sensors and DEMs



Logistic regression

Multiple parallel logistic regressions

Individuals Genetic markers Environmental variables



Significance of the models

• Does a model including the tested environmental variable 
significantly explain more variance than a model with a 
constant only ?



Software developed at EPFL

• MatSAM v1 (Matlab)
Univariate logistic regressions on quantitative data, 
Wald and likelihood ratio (G) statistical tests

• MatSAM v2 (Matlab)
Univariate logistic regressions on qualitative data, 
with pseudo R2

• Samada (C++) – Dr Sylvie Stucki
Univariate and multivariate logistic regressions,
intelligent selection of significant models, pseudo R2,
Moran’s I, GWR, HPC capacities



Most recent developments

• Samada is a C++ development, fast software

• Scythe C++ library

• Samada processes uni- and multivariate models

• Samada integrates spatial statistics

• Analysis of the spatial autocorrelation of alleles
frequency

• Supports distinction between signatures of 
selection and demographic processes

• Useful support to identify false positives



R-Sambada

The functions of the package include pre-processing, running of sambada and post-processing.

Preprocessing

The first function of this category is used to prepare the genomic file. Relying on the package SNPRelate
it accepts various formats (plink bed, plink ped, vgf, gds). According to user-defined thresholds the 
dataset is filtered for Minor Allele Frequency (MAF), Linkage Disiquilibrium (LD) and Missing Rate. 
Rather than blindly pruning the dataset, an interactive mode will first show the distribution of the 
considered criterion (e.g. MAF, LD) to illustrate de proportion of lost SNPs if the defined-threshold is 
applied, thus allowing the user to change the thresholds if too many SNPs are discarded. Then the 
filtered dataset is transformed into a format that sambada accepts. A second function provides the user 
with a pipeline to create an environmental dataset out of a file containing the sample location. Unless a 
raster with an environmental variable is also provided, the program will download climatic and 
altitudinal variables from global databases (wordclim, SRTM) choosing the needed tiles according to the 
location of samples. Then a csv file containing the ID of the sample, its location and the associated 
environmental variable is created. Finally, a third function will prepare the final “environmental file” 
according to sambada standard. First, too-correlated environmental variables are removed (according to 
a user-defined threshold). Then the population structure is assessed. It is important to understand here 
that sambada treats population variables in a similar way as environmental variables, thus explaining 
the inclusion of population variables in the environmental file. The population structure is assessed 
using the PCA-based implementation in SNPRelate. If the user prefers to have a membership coefficient 
to a population rather than the principal components, the result of the PCA can be processed using 
clustering algorithm. The membership coefficient is then computed as the distance to the cluster 
centroid. An interactive mode allows the user to see the changes in the clustering according to the 
chosen k-number of clusters.



R-Sambada

Running Sambada

The C++ sambada code is included in the R package and invoked with an R 
function. Interestingly, sambada had from the start a module called 
supervision that was used to split the input file into several files, so that 
several sambada processes could be started in parallel. Then supervision was 
again called at the end to merge all result files. The whole chain was tedious, 
so that in fact supervision, despite its evident benefit, was rarely used. In this 
R-package we include supervision in the processing chain and run sambada in 
parallel using the R-package foreach and doParallel. Furthermore, while in 
sambada population structure could be accounted for by considering it like 
any other environmental variable. This required a bit of post-processing to 
adjust the scores and filter out multivariate models that did not contain any 
population variable. In this release of sambada, population structure can be 
assessed by specifying in the input parameters the name of the column 
containing population structure.



R-Sambada

Postprocessing

Sambada computes G-score and Wald-score but does not compute p-values, because the computing of 
p-values for all models would be time-consuming. Consistently, the first function of the postprocessing 
includes the computation of p-values for all kept model. Alongside pvalues, the q-values are also 
calculated based on Storey method. A function can then be called to print a global summary report. This 
will plot the manhattan plot of all environmental variables and list the most significant markers. Then a 
connection to the ensemble database is established to list the genes in the nearby region of these 
markers. Some geographic maps are also provided, showing the distribution of the marker and the 
environmental variable. The goal with this report is to identify interesting region to further investigate. 
Once this is done, the user can start an interactive window by specifying an environmental variables and 
a chromosome (several chromosomes can be handled if the number of kept markers is not too high). 
This operation relies on the package shiny which opens a local web-browser page first displaying the 
manhattan plot of the chosen region. The user can interactively click on a point, which will provide the 
name of the marker, its position and nearby genes. Additionally, the pvalue of the marker with other 
environmental variables is given. A geographic map is also provided, showing the distribution of the 
marker, the environmental variable and the population structure. Finally, if the user is only interested in 
printing a map, it can use the mapping function to plot the geographic distribution of a marker, an 
environmental variable, a population structure or the spatial autocorrelation of a marker.




